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A classic investor with “Value investing” philosophy – 2 key 

lessons 
 

Pheim practises value investing at all times. Pheim also invests in growth companies with 

earnings visibility regardless the size of companies. Pheim Investment Criteria have built in 

various investment styles to maximise the returns of clients. The main reason of value 

investing is it is easy to understand and have good chance of success if you are thorough in your 

research. 

 

1– Stock market is not efficient. Value of a share price depends on the demand and supply. 

The demand and supply of a share would depend on many factors, including the outlook of 

the economy, industry, company, social, political and the reactions or behaviours of investors. 

At times, investors can be over optimistic or over pessimistic. As a result, the price can be 

overvalued or undervalued. That is why people often say: “investing is an art and not science”.  

 

2– A true value investor must be able to strategize his asset allocations to take advantage of 

market trough and peak. Pheim Investment Philosophy of “Never Fully Invest At All Times” 

helps our clients to minimise the volatility of your portfolio and weather through various crisis to 

produce outstanding long term track record in the volatile Asia market. 
 

 

 

 

 


